ASSESSMENT OF MACULAR FUNCTION BY FOCAL ELECTRORETINOGRAM AND PATTERN ELECTRORETINOGRAM BEFORE AND AFTER EPIMACULAR MEMBRANE SURGERY
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Purpose: To evaluate macular function before and after surgical peeling of idiopathic epimacular membrane (EMM).

Methods: Logarithm of the minimal angle of resolution visual acuity and results of focal (central 9°) electroretinogram (fERG), pattern electroretinogram (pERG), and optical coherence tomography (OCT) assessment of macular volume were evaluated for 22 eyes of 22 patients (mean age ± SD, 63.20 ± 10.0 years) with EMM preoperatively (baseline) and 6 months after surgical peeling. Preoperative visual acuity and fERG and pERG amplitudes observed in EMM eyes were compared with those in 15 age-matched control eyes.

Results: In the preoperative evaluation, EMM eyes had a significant (P < 0.01; one-way analysis of variance) reduction in visual acuity and fERG and pERG amplitudes and an increase in OCT macular volume when compared with controls. In EMM eyes, the decrease in visual acuity was significantly correlated (P < 0.01, Pearson test) to the reduction in fERG and pERG amplitudes. At the postoperative evaluation, EMM eyes had a correlated significant (P < 0.01) increase in visual acuity, fERG amplitude, and pERG amplitude with respect to the preoperative values. All EMM eyes had a significant (P < 0.01) reduction in macular volume, and retinal microanatomy was restored to normal conditions.

Conclusion: In EMM eyes, the decrease in visual acuity is related to dysfunction of both preganglionic (abnormal fERG) and ganglionic (abnormal pERG) macular elements. Surgical removal of EMM may induce improvement of the function of both outer and innermost macular retinal layers, leading to a related increase in visual acuity.
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Eyes with idiopathic epimacular membrane (EMM) have an increase in macular thickness that can be revealed by optical coherence tomography (OCT) and a macular dysfunction identified by subjective or electrophysiological (i.e., focal electroretinogram [fERG] and multifocal electroretinogram) tests of visual function. Nevertheless, because fERG and multifocal electroretinogram originate from preganglionic elements, these electrophysiological tests do not allow the objective functional evaluation of the innermost retinal layers of the macular region. Therefore, the function of ganglion cells and their fibers, which
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can be specifically assessed by pattern electroretinogram (pERG), in eyes with EMM is at present unknown.

The aim of the current study was to evaluate the function of the outer and innermost retinal layers of the macular region before and after surgical peeling of idiopathic EMM by means of fERG and pERG.

Materials and Methods

Patients

Twenty-two eyes of 22 patients (8 men and 14 women; mean age ± SD, 63.20 ± 10.0 years) with EMM were enrolled in the study (22 EMM eyes). The clinical diagnosis of EMM was based on results of indirect binocular ophthalmoscopy with a +90-diopter no-contact lens (Volk Optical, Inc., OH) and OCT (see below), which revealed an increase in macular volume associated with optically hyperreflective epiretinal echoes due to the presence of a membrane. Because several conditions may induce changes in fERG and pERG responses and their presence may represent a potential confounding factor in the present study, enrolled patients were selected from a larger number of patients (52 patients) with EMM, on the basis of the following exclusion criteria: presence of dense lens opacities, ocular hypertension or glaucoma, diabetic retinopathy, drusen and age-related macular disease, and other general diseases, such as systemic hypertension, diabetes, and connective tissue or neurologic diseases. All EMM eyes enrolled in the study were phakic with a refractive error of ±0.50 spherical diopter.

EMM eyes were compared with 15 eyes of 15 age-matched (mean age ± SD, 62.03 ± 11.05 years) control subjects (15 control eyes). The same exclusion criteria used for EMM patients were applied to control subjects. In control eyes, the refractive error was ±0.50 spherical diopter.

Visual acuity, fERG, pERG, and OCT findings were assessed for each control subject and each EMM patient at baseline using the following methods.

Best-Corrected Visual Acuity

Best-corrected visual acuity was assessed by the Modified ETDRS Table (Lighthouse, Low Vision Products, Long Island, NY). Visual acuity (expressed in logarithm of the minimal angle of resolution) was determined at distances of 4 m, 2 m, 1 m, and 0.5 m.

fERG and pERG

fERG and pERG were performed according to a previously reported method. Briefly, fERG was performed in response to a 9 × 9° uniform field, flickered sinusoidally at 30 Hz (mean luminance, 80 cd/m²; modulation depth, 93.5%). pERG was performed in response to sinusoidal gratings of 2 cycles/° spatial frequency with 90% contrast, stimulating the central 9 × 9° generated in the television monitor (mean luminance, 80 cd/m²) and modulated in counterphase at 8 Hz. Acquired signals underwent Fourier analysis to isolate the fundamental harmonic component (fERG, temporal frequency of 30 Hz [first harmonic (1F)]; pERG, temporal frequency of 8 Hz [second harmonic (2P)]), whose amplitude (μV) and phase (°) were measured.

OCT

OCT was performed by commercially available instrumentation (OCT3 Stratus; Carl Zeiss Ophthalmic Systems, Inc., Humphrey Division, Dublin, CA). A superluminescent diode (820 nm) was used to scan and analyze the macular area. After pupillary dilation, OCT images of the macular region were obtained with horizontal and vertical scans, with a length of 6.5 mm. The axial resolution was <10 μm, and the transverse resolution was 20 μm. Macular morphology was analyzed using the software provided with the instrument (OCT3 Software Version 2.0) and the scan acquisition protocol Fast Macula that analyzes the macular region with six consecutive radial scans (radius, 3 mm) centered with respect to the fixation point; the same software provides measurement of the mean macular volume (mm³). Preoperatively, all control eyes and EMM eyes underwent at least two OCT examinations 1 day to 7 days apart, to determine test–retest variability.

Surgical Procedure

According to other studies, the surgical procedure consisted of standard three-port pars plana vitrectomy with complete removal of EMM by retinal forceps without intentional peeling of internal limiting membrane (ILM). Although we did not perform histopathological examinations, it is possible that in some cases ILM may have been unintentionally peeled off together with EMM. No silicone oil and/or intraocular lens was introduced after vitrectomy in any of the eyes enrolled.

Follow-Up

For EMM eyes, visual acuity, fERG, pERG, and OCT findings were assessed 6 months (mean ± SD, 180 ± 5 days) after surgical treatment. The research
followed the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki, and the study was approved by the local ethics committee.

**Statistic Analysis**

Normal limits were obtained for control subjects by calculating mean values \(-3\) SDs for fERG and pERG amplitudes and mean values \(+3\) SDs for OCT macular volume. Test–retest data for fERG, pERG, and OCT results were expressed as the mean difference between two records obtained in separate sessions \(\pm\) SD of this difference; 95% confidence limits of test–retest variability for normal subjects and patients were established assuming a normal distribution. Taking into account this test–retest variability, in all control and EMM eyes, fERG and pERG recordings and OCT macular volume with the smallest values were selected, and the corresponding values were considered in the statistical analysis.

Results for control and EMM eyes observed at baseline were compared by one-way analysis of variance. Changes in functional (visual acuity, fERG, and pERG) and morphologic (OCT) parameters observed in EMM eyes 6 months after surgical treatment were compared with baseline (pretreatment) values by one-way analysis of variance. Pearson correlation was used to correlate visual function parameters (visual acuity and fERG 1F and pERG 2P log amplitudes) observed at baseline and at follow-up. fERG and pERG amplitudes underwent logarithmic transformation to better approximate a normal distribution.

In all analyses, \(P < 0.01\) was considered statistically significant.

**Results**

**Baseline**

The clinical characteristics of EMM eyes observed at baseline are reported in Table 1. Examples of fERG and pERG recordings are shown in Figure 1. Examples of OCT results are shown in Figure 2. Mean data \(\pm\) SD are presented in Table 2.

Test–retest data for fERG amplitudes were as follows: control eyes—mean \(\pm\) SD, 0.0065 \(\pm\) 0.098 \(\mu\)V (95% confidence limits, -0.189 to 0.202 \(\mu\)V); EMM eyes—mean \(\pm\) SD, 0.0072 \(\pm\) 0.099 \(\mu\)V (95% confidence limits, -0.190 to 0.205 \(\mu\)V). Test–retest data for pERG amplitudes were as follows: control eyes—mean \(\pm\) SD, 0.0087 \(\pm\) 0.096 \(\mu\)V (95% confidence limits, -0.183 to 0.200 \(\mu\)V); EMM eyes—mean \(\pm\) SD, 0.013 \(\pm\) 0.097 \(\mu\)V (95% confidence limits, -0.181 to 0.204 \(\mu\)V).
0.207 \text{ mm}^3$. The clinical characteristics of EMM eyes observed at 6 months are reported in Table 1. Examples of fERG and pERG recordings are shown in Figure 1. Examples of OCT results are shown in Figure 2. Mean data ± SD are presented in Table 2.

Six months after surgical treatment, visual acuity was increased in 19 EMM eyes and unmodified in 3 EMM eyes with respect to baseline. Seventeen EMM eyes had increased fERG 1F amplitudes (values exceeding the intradiagnostic variability resulting from test–retest analysis) and shortened fERG 1F phases. Focal ERG responses with unmodified amplitudes (values within intradiagnostic variability resulting from test–retest analysis) and phases were found in five EMM eyes. Eighteen EMM eyes had increased pERG 2P amplitudes (values exceeding the intradiagnostic variability resulting from test–retest analysis) and shortened pERG 2P phases, while in four EMM eyes, we observed pERG responses with unmodified amplitudes and phases (values within the intradiagnostic variability resulting from test–retest analysis).

A reduction in OCT macular volume (values exceeding the intradiagnostic variability resulting from test–retest analysis) was found in all EMM eyes. On average, EMM eyes had a significant ($P < 0.01$) increase in visual acuity and in fERG 1F and pERG 2P amplitudes, a significant shortening in fERG 1F and pERG 2P phases, and a significant reduction in OCT macular volume, with respect to preoperative values. In Figure 4, differences in visual acuity observed in individual EMM eyes with respect to baseline values are plotted as a function of the corresponding visual acuities.
function of the corresponding differences in fERG 1F and pERG 2P amplitudes. Significant correlations ($P < 0.01$) were observed between the differences in visual acuity and the differences in fERG 1F and pERG 2P amplitudes.

Postoperative morphologic evaluation of the macular microanatomy in EMM eyes revealed several changes with respect to the preoperative condition. In all EMM eyes, the hyperreflective epiretinal echoes disappeared almost completely, and an overall reduction of macular thickening was observed associated with increased optical density (Fig. 2, EMM#1). In addition, the retinal layers that appeared to be altered at baseline OCT showed diffuse recovery, restoring an almost normal retinal structure (Fig. 2, EMM#14); distortion of the inner retinal elements expressed by irregular optical density in the region corresponding to the innermost retinal layers partially disappeared.

Discussion

The aim of our study was to evaluate, by fERG and pERG, the function of the outer and innermost retinal layers of the macular region in eyes with idiopathic EMM before (baseline) and 6 months after surgical peeling.

Baseline

At baseline, EMM eyes had a significant decrease in visual acuity and fERG 1F and pERG 2P amplitudes when compared with control eyes; in addition, OCT revealed an increase in macular volume and
particular changes in macular microanatomy (see above). Visual acuity reduction observed in EMM eyes correlated to the electrophysiological abnormalities (Fig. 3), and associated morphologic retinal changes detectable by OCT may be explained by the events occurring in the macular structures in the presence of epiretinal membrane.

Histologic examinations suggested that several factors (such as the presence of incomplete posterior vitreous detachment or the presence of vitreomacular traction syndrome20) may induce cell proliferation in retinal ILM in eyes with EMM. Several cell types, such as astrocytes, fibrocytes, hyalocytes, macrophages, and retinal pigment epithelial cells, can be found in epiretinal membrane,21–24 and many of them have the ability to develop myofibroblast characteristics.25 When this event occurs, contraction of the membrane may cause macular distortion, axoplasmic stasis, and macular edema of variable amount.

In our EMM eyes, the presence of macular edema was documented by OCT showing that an optically hyperdense epiretinal layer (the membrane) was generally associated with thickening and optical hypodensity in the underlying macular neuroretina; in more severe cases, cystic spaces were found within the region corresponding to the inner plexiform layer. Our finding is in agreement with those of other previous studies.1,26

The presence of abnormal fERG responses in our 15 EMM eyes suggests that functional impairment occurs in the outer retinal layers (preganglionic elements)6–17, and this is consistent with other studies

![Table 2. Mean ± 1 SD of LogMAR Visual Acuity and Electrophysiological (Focal ERG and Pattern ERG) Parameters Observed in Control Eyes and EMM Eyes at Baseline and 6 Months After Surgical Treatment](image)

Data observed for EMM eyes at baseline were compared with those for control eyes (C) by one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA [A]). The data observed for EMM eyes 6 months after surgical treatment were compared with those at baseline (B) by ANOVA.

LogMAR, logarithm of the minimal angle of resolution; ERG, electroretinogram; EMM, epimacular membrane; n, number of eyes enrolled in the study; 1F, first harmonic; 2P, second harmonic; OCT, optical coherence tomography.

![Fig. 3. At baseline, focal electroretinogram (ERG) first harmonic (1F) and pattern ERG second harmonic (2P) amplitudes observed in individual epimacular membrane (EMM) eyes and in control eyes plotted against logarithm of the minimal angle of resolution (logMAR) visual acuity. Linear regression analysis was performed by the Pearson test. Lower limit, mean values - 3 SDs for our control subjects.](image)
describing dysfunction of preganglionic elements in eyes affected by the same condition. In agreement with these studies, these events can be ascribed to changes in intraretinal structures leading to the formation of macular edema. Seven of our 22 EMM eyes had a normal fERG response, suggesting that in these cases there is possible functional sparing of the outer retinal layers (preganglionic elements).

The presence of abnormal pERG responses in EMM eyes suggests that functional impairment is present not only in preganglionic elements but also in the innermost retinal layers (ganglion cells and their fibers) of the macular region. Nevertheless, in 15 EMM eyes with concomitant abnormalities of fERG and pERG responses, the observed dysfunction of the innermost macular layers (revealed by abnormal pERG) may be a primary impairment caused by epiretinal membrane, the consequence of impairment of photoreceptors, or both. On the other hand, in seven EMM eyes with normal fERG responses, the pERG impairment could be ascribed to selective dysfunction of the innermost macular layers. The pERG impairment found in our EMM eyes could also be related to the presence of changes in intraretinal structures associated with edema. Nevertheless, a possible role of the mechanical traction induced by EMM on ganglionic elements could also be considered.

These data lead us to believe that the functional impairment of preganglionic and ganglionic elements observed in EMM eyes, leading to reduction in visual acuity, may be ascribed to the presence of macular edema, mechanical effects of the epiretinal membrane, or both.

6 Months After Surgery

After surgical treatment, our EMM eyes had a significant increase in visual acuity, and this is in agreement with other studies reporting improvement of visual acuity after surgical removal of EMM. Improvement of visual acuity seems to be related to the postoperative anatomical recovery of macular structure (i.e., disappearance of the epiretinal tissue, reduction of the macular edema, and partial restoration of normal retinal anatomy), and this could depend on the surgical techniques used. In particular, postoperative results may be influenced by ILM removal. Nevertheless, the efficacy of ILM removal to achieve better functional results is still controversial. In our series of EMM eyes, surgical treatment consisted of pars plana vitrectomy without intentional peeling of ILM. Because histopathological examination of the excised tissue was not performed, we cannot exclude unintentional removal of ILM in some cases, and this could represent a potential limitation of our study.

In our EMM eyes, the increase in visual acuity was related to a significant increase in fERG 1F and pERG 2P amplitude responses with respect to baseline (Fig. 4). Our postoperative fERG results are in agreement with those of other electrophysiological studies describing improvement of the function of preganglionic elements (i.e., photoreceptors and amacrine cells) of the macular region in EMM eyes after surgical removal of EMM by means of fERG, multifocal electroretinogram, and oscillatory potential recordings. However, these electrophysiological techniques (i.e., fERG and multifocal electroretinogram) are not able to detect the activity of ganglion cells and their fibers, and these studies did not provide information regarding function of the innermost retinal layers after removal of EMM.

pERG was carried out in this study to provide functional evaluation of ganglion cells and their fibers, to determine the effects of surgical treatment on the innermost retinal layers. The postoperative pERG changes found in our EMM eyes could suggest that surgical removal of EMM may induce improvement...
of the function of ganglion cells and their fibers. In seven EMM eyes with abnormal pERG responses and concomitant normal function of the outer macular layers (detected by normal fERG responses at baseline), pERG improvement could be ascribed to a selective functional increase in the innermost macular layers. This improvement could be due to changes in intraretinal structures associated with reduction of edema. In addition, it could be hypothesized that EMM removal may reduce the mechanical traction induced on the innermost macular layers with consequent partial functional restoration of ganglionic elements and their fibers. In 15 EMM eyes with abnormal baseline fERG responses, it was not possible to establish if pERG improvement was a primary effect of macular membrane removal on ganglion cells and their fibers or if it was the consequence of improvement of the photoreceptor function (increase in fERG response) or both. Because increases in fERG 1F and pERG 2P amplitudes in our EMM eyes were both significantly related to visual acuity increase (Fig. 4), it could be suggested that improvement of the function of both innermost and outer retinal layers is required to obtain improvement of visual acuity after surgical treatment.

Our results, in agreement with the results from other studies, lead us to believe that macular preganglionic elements may have the potential to determine partial functional recovery when there is EMM peeling. Our study also suggests that the innermost macular retinal layers may have a similar potential, with consequent partial functional recovery after surgical treatment.

In two EMM eyes (EMM#11 and EMM#13) with unchanged visual acuity after surgery, it is possible that lack of restoration of the retinal structure with concomitant lack of functional improvement of preganglionic and ganglionic elements (unmodified fERG and pERG postoperative responses) may have occurred. In the other case (EMM#5) with unmodified postoperative visual acuity, it can be hypothesized that the increased function of ganglionic and preganglionic elements was not sufficient to lead to improvement in visual acuity or that there was a possible lack of restoration of the retinal structure (e.g., persistence of distortion of macular elements).

In conclusion, in EMM eyes, visual acuity decrease is related to dysfunction of both preganglionic (abnormal fERG) and ganglionic (abnormal pERG) macular elements. Surgical removal of EMM, with consequent partial recovery of the macular microanatomy, could induce improvement of the function of both outer and innermost macular retinal layers, leading to a related increase in visual acuity.
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